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Learning Objectives

 Explore ways to aid and assist your 

memory

 Discover the relationship between health 

and memory

 Recognize  the interplay between age and 

memory

 Discuss and practice techniques to 

enhance memory



Learning Objectives

Delineate the difference between 

recall and recognition

Discuss and create mnemonics

Discuss the basics of memory

Analyze memory needs

 Test your memory



Get a GRIP

Get the name

Repeat the name

 Identify the cues

 Prolong memory access

Mort Harold, You’ll Never Forget a Name Again!



When and Why Memorize?

Used frequently

Saves time, hence costs

Increases efficiency → leaves time for 

other activities 



Memory on the Job

What do you need to remember?



What do you have trouble 

remembering?

What do you do to help you 

remember?



Faulty Memory

We usually forget 90% of what we 

learn in a few days.

We forget most of what we learn 

just a few hours after class.



Four Surefire Ways to Instantly 

Improve Your Memory 

(Seriously)

1) Pay attention.

2) Put the information in a familiar 

context.

3) Repeat to remember.

4) Remember to repeat.



What is memory?

Memory is our capacity to store, retain, 

and retrieve information and knowledge.



Encoding

Encoding is the manner in which we apprehend, pay 

attention to, and ultimately organize information for 

storage purposes…Encoding prepares information for 

future processing.

Automatic versus Effortful Processing

The more elaborately we encode information at the 

moment of learning, the stronger the memory

Retrieval may best be improved by replicating the 

conditions of the initial encoding.

-Brain Rules



Age and Memory

 Thinking, learning, remembering can 

increase with age.

 But working memory seems to decrease

 Speed of mental processing may decrease 

with age.



Age-Associated Memory Balms 
Definite

 Make lists 

“The strongest memory is not as strong as the 

weakest ink.” (Confucius?)

 Pay better attention  

Likely

 Physical exercise

 The brain- 2% of body weight, 20% of body’s total 

energy use.

 Long term memory more than short term.

 Mental exercise



Age-Associated Memory Balms 

Possible

 Ginko biloba

 Diet/Foods 

Chocolate??!!
Marilyn Webb, “Minding Your Memory” www.pbs.org/brain



Retrieval

Primacy

Recency

Saliency (Familiarity)



Recall versus Recognition

Recall

• Giving directions

• Names

• Essay tests

Recognition

• Getting there

• Names to faces

• Multiple choice tests

We can recognize far more information 

than we can ever recall.



Using Recognition to aid Recall

Lists/Notes

Train in place

Association
Visual cues, such as landmarks

Audio cues



Short-term memory techniques

 Association

Similar items

 Chunking/batching

202-555-1234; SSN

 Rehearsal



Long-Term Memory

The system in the brain that can store vast 

amounts of information on a relatively 

enduring basis.

 Spans from minutes to years to  a lifetime

 Much encoded automatically



Long Term Memory Strategies

 Imagery

 Attaching meaning
 “Memory is enhanced by creating associations between 

concepts.” John Medina

 Real life examples

 Rehearsal more than repetition (rehearsal 

attaches meaning)

 Timed Intervals- “Spaced Learning”
 How to Study



MNEMONICS
Assisting or intended to assist memory

Merriam Webster

 Acronyms: CM/ECF, COLA,Radar, Laser, 

Scuba, 

 Phrases/Sayings

“Righty Tighty, Lefty Loosey”

“I before E, except after C”

 Songs: ABC’s; “Big Mac Song”

 Rhymes: “In 1492, Columbus sailed the 

ocean blue”



The Memory Palace
Remembering Information

• Imagine a place- it could be the house you 

grew up in.

• Associate images representing the 

information you want to remember in 

certain parts of the place .

• To recall information, simply take a tour 

around the palace in your mind.



The Journey Method
Remembering Long Lists

The Journey Method associates 
information with landmarks on a journey 
that you know well. 

• journey to work in the morning

• the route to visit your parents

• To use this technique most effectively, it 
is often best to prepare the journey 
beforehand. 



The Roman Room System
Remembering Grouped Information

• Imagine a room that you know, such as 
your sitting room, bedroom, office or 
classroom.

• Associate images or words representing the 
information you want to remember with the 
objects in the room.

• To recall information, simply take a tour 
around the location in your mind.


